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The team behind H2E System is
researching the usage of
hydrogen and oxygen gas as an
additive in Internal Combustion
(IC) engines for the past six years
and have developed the
technologically most advanced
Engine Carbon Cleaning System.

The power source and system
management of the machine was
developed solely for the purpose
of electrolysis, creating the best
gas for IC engine cleaning which
we call H2E.

Picture is for illustration purpose only

A new approach to acleaner
world through technologyand  
innovation.

About us



H2E

Revolutionary gas that changes your driving experience
Its quality is determined by the circumstances and conditions in which it is
produced.

Unique technology for producing the H2E gas comes with a
controlled process of electrolysis which ensures the gas is always the
same quality no matter of external temperature influences or the electrical
grid fluctuations.

The gas produced in this manner is used as an additive in the IC engine with
a non-mechanically invasive method where it helps improve the
engines energy efficiency by removing carbon deposits which leads
to reducing harmful emissions/exhaust gases.

More than 20.000 engineering  
hours spent in cooperation with  
experts from the Faculty of Tech-
nical Science University of Novi  

Sad to perfect it using
Computer-Aided Manufacturing  

(CAM), Computer-Aided design  
(CAD), Computer-Aided  Engineering 

(CAE) and Finite  Element Method 
(FEM) analysis to  create the H2E

System.

H2E =CONSTANT



H2E Engine Carbon Cleaning System specs:

By far the most innovative and technologically advanced IC Engine

Model
H2E C100 ulti

(Carbon cleaning machine for IC engine up to 16000ccm with custom options and full 
online support)

Platform
H2E controller for gas production and android app for management of  the 

process (patentpending).
Data analytics for further optimization of the carbon cleaning process.

Gas Quality and Quantity Same quality at all circumstances. Quantity production is automatically 
adjusted for entered vehicles parameters (2-20 LPM)

Electrolytic Cell design H2E ZCLC , 100 cells with integrated water filter (patent pending)

Power supply type H2E current pulse generator (patentpending)

User Interface User friendly, easy to use for non-experienced operator with 
minimal training. Web application for monitoring the operation of the machine.

Liquid level Analog detection with backlight
Digital detection with IRsensors.

Detection of
gas production Gas production is visible in the water filter(bubbler)

Safety & Protection CE Certificate.  Protection from over: voltage, current, pressure, 
temperature, level of liquid

Connectivity Bluetooth between machine andapp.
App is connected to the global network and webserver.

Power consumption 180-250VAC up to 20A

Max. Water Consumption Up to0.9 (L/h)

Service interval @400 workhour (1workhour=1kWh)
Warranty 12 months or 1000 working hours

Dimensions (h/l/w) 855mm/ 734mm/552mm

Weight (kg) 120

Transport 3 transportingpositions

Packaging Euro 6pallet



Model H2E C54 opti
(Carbon cleaning machine for IC engine up to 6000ccm)

Platform H2E controller for gas production and android app for management of the 
process (patent pending).

Gas Quality and Quantity Same quality at all circumstances. Quantity production is automatically 
adjusted for entered vehicles parameters (2-12 LPM*)

Electrolytic Cell design H2E ZCLC , 54 cells with integrated water filter (patent pending)
Power supply type H2E current pulse generator (patent pending)

User Interface User friendly, easy to use for non-experienced operator  with 
minimal training.

Liquid level Analog detection with back light
Digital detection with IR sensors.

Detection of
gas production Gas production is visible in the water filter (bubbler)

Safety & Protection CE certificate.  Protection from over: voltage, current,  
pressure, temperature,  level of liquid… 

Connectivity Bluetooth between machine and app.
App is connected to the global network and web server.

Power consumption 180-250VAC up to 20A 
Max. Water Consumption Up to 0.5 (L/h)

Service interval @200 workhour (1 workhour=1kwh)
Warranty 12 months or 1000 working hours

Dimensions (h/l/w) 797mm/ 528mm/ 552mm
Weight (kg) 80
Transport 3 transporting positions
Packaging Euro 6 pallet

H2E Engine Carbon Cleaning System specs:

By far the most innovative and technologically advanced IC Engine



Model H2E C54 ulti
(Carbon cleaning machine for IC engine up to 6000ccm, with full online support)

Platform
H2E controller for gas production and android app for management of  the process 

(patentpending).
Data analytics for further optimization of the carbon cleaning process.

Gas Quality and Quantity Same quality at all circumstances. Quantity production is automatically 
adjusted for entered vehicles parameters (2-12 LPM*)

Electrolytic Cell design H2E ZCLC , 54 cells with integrated water filter (patent pending)

Power supply type H2E current pulse generator (patentpending)

User Interface
User friendly, easy to use for non-experienced operator

with minimal training. Web application for monitoring the operation of the 
machine.

Liquid level Analog detection with backlight
Digital detection with IRsensors.

Detection of
gas production Gas production is visible in the water filter(bubbler)

Safety & Protection CE Certificate. Protection from over: voltage, current, pressure, 
temperature, level of liquid… 

Connectivity Bluetooth between machine andapp.
App is connected to the global network and webserver.

Power consumption 180-250VAC up to 20A

Max. Water Consumption Up to0.5 (L/h)

Service interval @200 workhour (1workhour = 1kWh)
Warranty 12 months or 1000 working hours

Dimensions (h/l/w) 797mm/ 528mm/552mm

Weight (kg) 80

Transport 3 transportingpositions

Packaging Euro 6pallet

H2E Engine Carbon Cleaning System specs:

By far the most innovative and technologically advanced IC Engine



Carbon build up happens inside every internal combustion engine. As
carbon deposits accumulate the engine changes the way it works, its
ability to “breathe” properly is reduced, efficiency drops, causing a variety
of problems that include diminished performances, rough running,
increased fuel consumption and increased exhaust gas emissions.

This leads to shortened engine life span, malfunction of other car
parts such as DPF, EGR valve and catalytic converter, fuel injectors
etc. Deposits also can cause valve sticking and burning, increasing
the risk of hot spots forming that may cause engine-damaging
preignition. The hot spot ignites the fuel before the spark plug fires,
causing a sharp rise in combustion pressure.

Carbon build up is not just a problem in older engines, new engines are just
as susceptible due to the narrow optimal ranges they operate in.

Problems that are caused by carbon build up



H2E Engine Carbon Cleaning

H2E Carbon Cleaning system is an efficient way to treat all IC
engines, regardless of the type of fossil fuel is used, such as diesel,  

petrol, LPG.
By regularly treating the engine with H2E gas the malfunctions  

caused by carbon build up are reduced up to 80% and mainte-
nance costs as well.

The process of Engine Carbon  
Cleaning consists of injecting just  the 
right amount of H2E® gas in  the 
engines air intake while running in 
idle. The gas then reacts  and 
dissolves the carbon build  up 
inside the combustionchamber  and the 
exhaust manifold.

Thisprocessdoes not contain any  
harmful, hazardous or aggressive  
chemicals, in fact the by-product  is 
water vapor and by removing  the 
carbon build up, the engines  
performance and efficiency are  
restored to factory like functional  
conditions.

The H2E technology isapplicable  
on cars, trucks, buses, agricultural 
machinery, heavy and light
machinery equipment. The 
modular design means that it is 
customizable for the client’s needs.



The effects of this uniquely designed and technologically most ad-
vanced engine carbon cleaning machine are proved scientifically
throughdetailed analysis of the IC engine exhaust gas emissions.
The analysis showed that the harmful exhaust emissions (HC, CO, NOx
and SO2) are reduced averagely by 75% with petrol engines and the
opacity by 60% withdiesel engines.
This confirms that the fuel is burning more efficiently after
receiving the H2E treatment and the engines and its peripheral
components (such as DPF, EGR valve, catalysator, fuel injectors etc.)
are pronoun to last longer resulting in less maintenance expenses
and increased mileage up to 15%.
Carbon deposits are being removed from the combustion chamber
during the treatment, lowering friction which leads to restoring the
engines horsepower/torque and contribute to a better driving
experience.
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The effects of carbon cleaning



Research based on more than 1000 vehicles, various models and
engine capacity, has contributed creating the H2E App for Android smart
devices thatmakes the operators life much more comfortable.

Information’s of the state of the vehicle is entered in the App, then a
complex algorithm calculates the correct amount of gas and time
needed toget the best cleaning results toeach and every engine.

There for the operator is not wasting time running the treatment 
longer than it is needed and not risking stopping it before the  
Carbon Cleaning process is finished.

Research based on more than
1000 vehicles various models
and engine capacity has con-
tributed creating a precise
algorithm and a perfect system
so it can be used with minimal
training included.

Database creation of the
treatments, end customers can
leave a feedback on our web page
which are used to even further
optimize the IC Engine Carbon
Cleaning process.
Automatic firmware and software
update are available.

Android app



H2E Network

H2E software network as heart of main project have significant effect 
for this new technology by using modern IT solutions and providing 
tools to make H2E technology unique and reliable for end-users. 
H2E network (software) will provide easy use of carbon cleaning 
machine for operators, with help of IoT (Internet Of Things) 
modern concept and performing the best effects of carbon 
cleaning for end-user cars (engines) by analyzing the collected data 
and wirelessly updating the machines software.



The H2E ®gas outtake is brought to
the engines air intake. The correct
parameters of the engine are typed
in the app which calculates the
correct amount of gas and time
needed to get the best cleaning
results toeach and every engine.

The app is counting down the time
and will notify you when the process
is finished

The client can leave a feedback
which will be posted to our web-site
later on.

Ease of use



Applied Technology H2E ECC Report



Applied Technology H2E ECC Report



Before

Make : CITROEN
Licence plate : BG969-IH
Engine : TURBO  
Production year

Vehicle info:

Model
VIN

Km

: BERLINGO

Limit:

Engine Temperature

RPM 0
80 [ °C ]

4500 [1/min]

: 2005

Opacity limit

Legal norm
1.5 [m-1]

5500 [1/min]4500

External conditions:
Temperature[ °C ] : 9        Pressure  [KPa] : 99.      Humidity[ % ]: 50

Engine temperature : 95 [ °C ]
Min. RPM : 740 [1/min]
Max. RPM : 4740 [1/min]

Opacity unit [m-1] :

Test 1 : K = 3.00 *

Test 2 : K = 3.30 *

Test 3 : K = 4.04 *

K = 3.4 [m-1]

Measured values:

Test result : NEGATIVE

: 188360

: VF7GJ9HXC93307649

Before and After H2E treatment



After

Make : CITROEN
Licence plate : BG969-IH
Engine : TURBO  
Production year

Vehicle info:

Model
VIN

Km

: BERLINGO

Limit:

Engine Temperature

RPM 0
80 [ °C ]

4500 [1/min]

: 2005

Opacity limit

Legal norm
1.5 [m-1]

5500 [1/min]4500

External conditions:

Temperature[ °C ] : 5 Pressure  [KPa] : 99.      Humidity[ % ]: 50

Engine Temperature : 101 [ °C ]
Min. RPM : 740 [1/min]
Max. RPM : 4990 [1/min]

Opacity unit [m-1] :

Test          1   : K = 2.25  

Test          2  :  K  = 2.55 *  

Test          3  :  K  = 1.04 *  

Test        4  :  K  = 0.89 * 

K = 1.5 [m-1]

Measured values:

Test result : POSITIVE

: 188360

: VF7GJ9HXC93307649

Before and After H2E treatment



ALFA ROMEO 147 1.6 TS
emission of exhaust gases (CO, CO2, HC, NOx) before 
and after H2E treatment when measuring on a 
dynameter with inertial force

Before and After H2E treatment



Measuring opacity on CITROEN BERLINGO 2.0HDi
BEFORE AND AFTER during the WLTP cycle

Before and After H2E treatment



Contact us:

Headquarters:
H2E System DOO 
Gospodarska zona 15
32000 Vukovar, Croatia
Vojin Mocevic CEO 
+385917272432

Partner:
Hybrid Power System DOO
Zmaj Jovina 26
21000 Novi Sad, Serbia
Robert Zolcer COO
+381607623789

Web: www.h2e.io
E-mail:  info@h2e.io
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